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Abstract—Modern concepts of the red blood cell (RBC) volume regulation are considered. It is shown that the
system of ion pumps and channels in the cell membrane ensures the physiological value of volume with a precision of about 10% even at 5- to 7-fold variations of passive membrane permeability for ions. Particular attention is paid to mathematical models for evaluation of the role of different molecular mechanisms in the RBC
volume control. It is shown that many questions, for example, ‘why the Na+,K+-ATPase pumps the ions in opposite directions’ or ‘what is the physiological role of Ca2+-activated K+-channels’, cannot be answered without
adequate mathematical models of such complex control systems as cell volume control.
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1 The ionic asymmetry of cells, i.e., the fact that the
concentrations of Na+, K+, Ca2+ ions inside the cells are
strongly different from their concentrations in extracellular liquids, is known for a long time [1]. This phenomenon has been and is explained in different ways
[2]. It seems quite natural to assume that such asymmetry provides the sensitivity of cells to damage [3–5].
Another supposition, indisputable with respect to excitable cells, is the statement that the ionic asymmetry is
needed for electric potential generation and for ensuring the electric activity of cells [6–9]. One more version
is that the presence of ion gradient permits active transport of various useful substances into a cell [10–12].
Each of these assumptions is reasonable in relation to
the same types of cells and may be disputed in relation
to other types. However, ionic asymmetry exists in all
cells without exception. Moreover, the concentrations
of univalent cations are practically the same in the cells
of all types [1].
Such surprising uniformity compels us to think that
the ionic asymmetry is an element of one of the most
basic cell systems. In recent years is has become clear
that it is really so, because any cell consists of a great
number of molecules, which are absent in the environment, and these molecules generate an excess osmotic
pressure in a cell, so that cells must resist osmosis and
control their volume. This is the same basic problem for
1 The

article is translated by the authors.

any cell as, for example, energy supply. For the first
time, the idea of association of ionic asymmetry with
osmoregulation was apparently suggested in the work
of Tosteson published in 1959 [13]; it was described in
more details by Tosteson and Hoffman in 1960 [14].
Nearly half a century has passed since that time, and we
finally begin to understand that the necessity of maintaining constant cell volume appears simultaneously
with the very first cells in the course of evolution. For
this purpose, nature has invented ion pumps, special
channels, and a number of other notable systems, which
provide the cell with fantastic stability and autonomy.
We are still far from complete understanding of the
whole picture; however, what we know anyway opens
up a harmonious and beautiful multilevel system of cell
volume control. This regulation has been studied best in
the red blood cells (RBCs) of mammals; hence, volume
control in a human RBC will be in the focus of attention
in this paper.
Mathematical models played a key role in the study
of cell volume control [15–21]. The models provided
answer to quite a number of questions, which were
either very difficult or impossible to answer experimentally, predicted a series of unexpected connections in
cell metabolism, and helped us to understand why a cell
needs some senseless (on the face of it) biochemical
reactions.
In recent years, mathematical modeling has become
popular. At the same time, the overwhelming majority
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Table 1. Electrolyte composition (mg-equ/l H2O) of oxygenated RBC and blood plasma
Electrolyte
Cations
Na+
K+
Mg2+
Ca2+
Cations total
Anions
–

RBC

Blood
serum

23.0
152
143.7
4.7
8.4
2.5
–5
6 × 10
4.7
175.1
163.9

Blood
plasma
152.9
5.7
3.3
5.6
167.5

HC O 3

16.0

27.4

31.9

Cl–

71.0

110.7

108.9

1.0

2.2

2.2

–

–

1.3

34.2
11.7

0
0

0
–

–
35.0
6.2
175.1

–
19.0
5.6
163.9

2–

HP O 4
2–

S O4

2,3-DPG
Organic phosphates without 2,3-DPG
Organic acids
Proteins
Not identified
Anions total

5.7
17.5
–
167.5

of serious biologists are scornful of mathematical models. Both attitudes have their own reasons. On the one
hand, a great number of mathematical descriptions of
different biological systems have just translated the
facts already known to biologists into mathematical
language without giving any new knowledge. On the
other hand, from general considerations and by analogy
with the development of physics and chemistry it is
clear that the deep insight into the complex systems is
hardly possible without using serious mathematics.
Biology also has a number of impressive examples of
effective application of mathematical models. It would
be enough to remember the currently famous
Hodgkin—Huxley model describing the mechanisms
of electric excitation of nervous cell that has had a great
effect on scientific development [22]. But the most
important fact is that various fields of biology have
already accumulated noticeable positive experience of
using mathematical models, which leads to some general conclusions. It gives rise to considering, by the
example of the study of ion homeostasis and cell volume control, the question about what mathematical
models can give in principle for understanding of the
work of a complex biological system, where they are
indispensable, and for what tasks they are practically
useless.

In 1957, J.C. Skou discovered a Na+,K+-ATPase [23].
This discovery provided a natural biochemical basis for
understanding of the nature of electric excitation of cells.
By that time, it was already clear that the electric potential difference across cell membrane is necessary for the
formation and distribution of nerve impulse and for contraction of muscle cells [8, 11]. Since Na+,K+-ATPase
transfers univalent cations across the membrane, ion gradients develop [24, 25]. In its turn, this may lead to the
appearance of potential difference across cellular membrane [26]. This biological function of Na+,K+-ATPase is
so natural and clear that for many years it has shielded
the main function of this transmembrane pump. Until
recently, practically all papers devoted to this protein
started from the statement that it is needed for creation of
ionic asymmetry and electric potential on the cell membrane. However, very soon after the discovery of this
enzyme it became clear that all animal cells possess this
protein. It is also present in the cells that have no electric
activity or have a very low transmembrane potential. Red
blood cells are among them.
All animal cells, irrespective of their electric properties, have been shown to possess actually the same
intracellular cation composition, considerably different
from the extracellular one [1]. As one can see from
Table 1, the sodium to potassium ratio in a cell is
inverted relative to the extracellular environment: there
is much sodium and little potassium outside the cell and
vice versa inside the cell. Thus, it has been shown that
the presence of Na+,K+-ATPase and ion gradients is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for the high transmembrane potential. Special ion channels are also
needed to provide electric excitation. But what do other
cells need Na+,K+-ATPase and ion gradients for?
The studies of red blood cells have given an answer to
this question. As a matter of fact, the works of D. Tosteson [13, 14, 27, 28] on red blood cells initiated the understanding of the fact that the main biological role of asymmetric distribution of cations between intra- and extracellular space is osmoregulation: all cells contain
numerous substances that are needed for their vital activity and should not be dissipated in the space. Cell evolution proper began only after the appearance of an envelope separating the cell from the environment [29]. However, the appearance of the substances that cannot pass
through the membrane results in an increase of osmotic
pressure inside the cell. The bilayer phopsholipid membrane (natural cell wall) sustains the pressure of no more
than 2 kPa. It means that the cell with the membrane area
of 100 µm2 can mechanically resist an excess pressure of
1–2 mOsm and then the membrane must break off [30].
The membrane area cannot change quickly because the
rates of transport and de novo synthesis of membrane lipids are incommensurably slower than the rate of volume
variation at osmotic imbalance [31].
How many osmotically active molecules are present
in a cell? Crude estimations show that the concentration
of high-molecular substances, i.e. proteins, nucleic
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acids and polysaccharides, is no more than 5–10 mM.
Low-molecular metabolites, which the cell seeks not to
let out, such as intermediates of different metabolic systems, cofactors, and master molecules of ATP kind
comprise 20–25 mM more [32–34]. It means that inside
the cell there must appear such excess pressure that can
be resisted either by creation of additional rigid walls or
by reduction of the concentration of some substances,
which are abundant both inside and outside. For animal
cells, the nature has chosen the second way. According
to “eyewitnesses”, life arose in the ocean. There were a
lot of sodium ions around. Therefore, the appearance of
a pump draining sodium out of a cell and thus normalizing the intracellular pressure was quite natural. Ion
pumps are present in all eukaryotic cells, even in those
with a rigid wall that could undertake the entire load so
that there would be no need of pumps. Hence it follows
that the main function of the pump draining sodium out
of the cells is its involvement in the function of osmoregulating systems. It leads to the appearance of ion
gradients, which in the course of further evolution are
adapted by the cell for solution of other problems, such
as electric excitation, ability to react to damage, etc.
For compensation of the excess osmotic pressure of
proteins and other useful molecules, it would be enough
for the cell to reduce Na+ concentration by 30–40 mM.
Actually, Na+ concentration in the cell is much less. At
the same time, the cell performs a seemingly meaningless work: pumps in the K+ ions in nearly the same
amount. Why perform unnecessary work on ion transfer against two gradients with great energy expenses?
Below we will try to answer this question.
One more question associated with the ion fluxes
control concerns cell volume. It is closely related to
peculiarities of the mechanics of cell membranes: the
bilayer phospholipid membrane, which is a basis of
plasma membranes of all cells, is practically inextensible but very flexible [35, 36]. Therefore, it limits the
maximal cell volume. The more intensively the cell
pumps out ions, the less is its volume. We will try also
to answer the following questions: what exactly must
this volume be and what is it determined by?
The answer to the latter question leads, as we will
see below, to a series of new unexpected questions. But
first let us consider what a red blood cell is.
RED BLOOD CELL
The major task of RBC in an organism is to provide
organs and tissues with oxygen and to remove carbon
dioxide. Such cells must have a high intracellular concentration of hemoglobin, which actually transfers oxygen, binding it in the lungs and releasing in tissues, and
be able to easily and quickly pass through all capillary
regions to supply oxygen to all cells of an organism.
The evolution of mammalian RBC was aimed to
develop these properties. As a result, RBC lost nearly
all systems not associated with the major task of a cell:
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5 µm
Fig. 1. Human red blood cell. Electron microphotograph
has been kindly provided by Prof. G.I. Kozinets.

they have no nucleus, mitochondria, ribosomes, reticulum, nor other cell organelles [37].
The main metabolic systems of RBC are the systems
of energy production and protection from oxidation and
closely related systems of metabolism of the major
cofactors such as adenylates, pyridine nucleotides, and
glutathione [38, 39]. The only ATP source in RBC is
glycolysis [37, 39]. Protection from oxidation is provided by traditional enzymes: superoxide dismutase,
catalase, and peroxidase [38, 39]. The main source of
electrons for redox defense is a pentose phosphate pathway [40].
Hemoglobin is the major protein of the cell. Its concentration is approximately 5 mM, which makes 95%
of total cell proteins. The binding of oxygen to hemoglobin and its release in tissues do not need energy [32].
Besides the oxygen transport to tissues, RBCs transport
ëé2 from tissues to the lungs. The role of hemoglobin
in this process is minor; ëé2 is transported to the lungs
mainly as bicarbonate anion. For accelerating the equilibration between ëé2 and ç2ëé3, RBCs possess a
highly active carboanhydrase [32, 41].
The RBC membrane contains 10–12 major proteins
and many tens of other proteins, the total content of
which is relatively low. Integral membrane proteins are
bound to the lipid bilayer and are glycoproteins. Peripheral proteins form a cytoskeleton of RBC [42, 43]. The
lipid bilayer contains approximately equal quantities of
cholesterol and phospholipids.
In the normal state, RBC is shaped as a biconcave
disc (Fig. 1), 7.5–8.7 µm in diameter [44–46], ~1 µm
and ~2 µm in the center and in the thickest part, respectively [44, 47]. RBC has a surface area of 120–155 µm2
[47–50] and a volume of 84–107 µm3 [48, 49, 51–54].
RBC volume is about 60% of the maximally possible
value at the given surface area. This very fact determines its capacity for severe deformation, which is necessary for passing through the narrowest capillaries of
2–3 µm in diameter. The RBC volume is a dynamic
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variable and depends on the balance of many concentrations on both sides of the membrane, which, in their
turn, are determined by substance fluxes across the cell
membrane. The permeability of RBC membrane for
water is very high [55, 56]. Table 1 [16, 57] presents the
concentrations of substances making the major contribution to the osmotic balance within RBC and outside,
in blood plasma. One can see that the main contribution
is made by cations (sodium and potassium) and anions
–
(chloride and çë O 3 ).
Mature RBC lives in the bloodstream for 100–
120 days [1]. Normally, most RBCs die in the spleen
[58]: they are pushed through the slits of 0.2–0.5 µm in
width [59] and the stuck cells are eliminated by macrophages [58]. Thus, the ability for volume control and,
as a consequence, the ability to be easily deformed and
pass through narrow capillaries is the main criteria of
RBC viability and therefore strictly controlled in an
organism.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
OF RBC VOLUME CONTROL
Now let us consider the concepts of volume control,
describing successively all new control elements. At the
same time, we will confine only to the ion homeostasis
and its role in cell volume control without considering
the involvement of metabolic systems in this process. It
would be convenient to examine the whole aggregate of
factors that influence cell volume and ion concentrations using appropriate equations. In 1960, D. Tosteson
and P. Hoffman published the first mathematical estimates of how the sodium and potassium ions in red
blood cells of two varieties of sheep, different in the
content of cations, were associated with osmoregulation of these cells [14]. They obtained the formula linking RBC volume, V, with sodium and potassium concentrations on both sides of the membrane:
W
V = ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,
( [ Na ] e + [ K ] e + [ Cl ] e ) – ( [ Na ] i + [ K ] i + [ Cl ] i )
where indices i and e were intra- and extracellular concentrations, respectively, V was RBC volume, and W
was the total concentration of all osmotically nonpenetrating molecules.
The model of D. Tosteson described well his experimental data. However, the inaccuracy of measurements led the authors to an incorrect conclusion. They
obtained the ratio of Na+ and K+ fluxes for Na+,K+ATPase as equal to 1. In spite of this fact, the work
proved to be a turning point. The authors have shown
for the first time that the osmotic balance is important
for volume control and this balance is determined by
the fluxes of mainly two ions: passive fluxes of sodium
and potassium ions through the membrane and an
active flux of the same ions generated by Na+,K+ATPase. At the same time, the membrane permeability
for water and penetrating anions is so high that their

concentrations on both sides of the membrane are close
to thermodynamically equilibrium values.
Though the works of D. Tosteson and his team
appeared in the early 60s of the last century, only in
1980 E. Jacobsson published a mathematical model
[15] considering the ä+ and Na+ homeostasis in RBC
and its association with volume in a comparatively
modern form. In 1983, our team published a related but
more complete model of these processes. These two
models will be used as a basis of our further statement
[16, 21]. The principal variables in both models were
intracellular concentrations of Na+ and K+ cations and
–
major anions (chloride and çë O 3 ), cell volume, and
transmembrane potential. For simplicity, let us take the
concentrations of all ions outside the cell as constant.
The changes in ion concentrations are determined by
the changes in the volume and balance of passive fluxes
across the membrane and the active fluxes generated by
ion pumps.
As has been shown in the work of E. Jacobsson, the
passive ion fluxes in red blood cells are well described by
the Goldman equation [60, 61]. For K+ and Na+, we have:

JK

J Na

ϕF
------RT
ϕF
+
+
= P K -------------------------------- ⎛ [ K ] e – [ K ] i exp ⎛ -------⎞ ⎞
⎝
⎝
RT ⎠ ⎠
ϕF
exp ⎛ -------⎞ – 1
⎝ RT ⎠

ϕF
------RT
ϕF
+
+
= P Na -------------------------------- ⎛ [ Na ] e – [ Na ] i exp ⎛ -------⎞ ⎞ .
⎝
⎝
RT ⎠ ⎠
ϕF
exp ⎛ -------⎞ – 1
⎝ RT ⎠

The fluxes determine variations in the content of
ions in the cell, which is a product of a given ion concentration and a variable cell volume:
d
+ V
----- ⎛ [ K ] i ------0⎞ = µν Na, K – ATPase + J K
⎝
dt
V⎠

(1)

d
+ V
----- ⎛ [ Na ] i ------0⎞ = – η ν Na, K – ATPase + J Na ,
⎝
dt
V⎠

(2)

where JK and JNa are passive fluxes of K+ and Na+
through RBC membrane;
PK and PNa are passive membrane permeability for
K+ and Na+, respectively;
F is Faraday constant;
R is thermodynamic gas constant;
T is absolute temperature;
ϕ is transmembrane potential difference;
indices i and e denote intra- and extracellular concentrations, respectively.
ν Na, K - ATPase is the rate of ATP hydrolysis by the
Na+,K+ pump;
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µ and η are the quantities of ä+ and Na+ ions,
respectively, transferred by the pump per one act of
ATP hydrolysis;
V is RBC volume;
V0 is physiologically normal value of RBC volume.
These equations included both the active fluxes generated by the Na+,K+ pump and the passive fluxes of
these ions through the membrane. Let us choose the
parameters in these equations in accordance with the
work [21]:
PK = 1.24 × 10–2 h–1; PNa = 1.22 × 10–2 h−1;
[K+]e = 5 mM; [Na+]e = 145 mM.
Distribution of anions is determined only by the passive fluxes of these ions through the membrane. It is
known that the RBC membrane is highly permeable for
anionis: according to the data of [62, 63], the membrane
permeability for anions is about 2 h–1, i.e. exceeds by
two orders of magnitude the permeability values for
univalent cations. Generally, it is conditioned by the
high protein concentration of band III. This channel is
–
nonselective for the two major anions, Cl– and çë O 3
[64, 65]; therefore, it is convenient to introduce a new
variable, [Ä–], which is the total concentration of
anions penetrating through the membrane. The high
membrane permeability for anions suggests that the
anion concentrations are close to equilibrium:
ϕF
[ A ]e
------------ = exp ⎛ – -------⎞ ,
–
⎝
RT ⎠
[ A ]i
–

(3)

where [A–] is the sum of concentrations of penetrating
–
anions (Cl– and HC O 3 ), [A–]e = 150 mM [21]. As follows from this equation, the anions between the intraand extracellular space are distributed in accordance
with the transmembrane potential.
It is also necessary to take into account the equations
describing the electrical neutrality of intra- and extracellular contents and the osmotic balance between the
cell and the ambient space:
[K+]i + [Na+]i – [A–]i + ZW
= [K+]e + [Na+]e – [A–]e = 0
[ K ] i + [ Na ] i + [ A ] i + W
+

+

+

–

cules possess different charges has little influence on
the result. According to our estimates [16, 21],
W = 45 mM; Z = –0.7.
The system of equations (1)−(5) describes the
changes in ion concentrations and cell volume as a function of system parameters such as membrane permeability for different ions, parameters of the Na+,K+-pump,
concentrations of nonpenetrating ions, and osmolarity of
the extracellular medium. These equations can be used to
obtain an equation describing cell volume variation.
From Eqs. (1)−(2) it follows that:
d
+ V
+ V
----- ⎛ [ K ] i ------0 + [ Na ] i ------0⎞
dt ⎝
V
V⎠

(6)

= J K + J Na – ( η – µ )ν Na, K – ATPase
The sum of Eqs. (4) and (5) gives:
1
+
+
[ K ] i + [ Na ] i = L – --- W ( 1 + Z ).
2

(7)

Multiplication of Eq. (7) by V/V0 and differentiation
by time gives:
d
+ V
+ V
----- ⎛ [ K ] i ------0 + [ Na ] i ------0⎞
⎝
dt
V
V⎠
d V
d V
V
1
d
= L ----- ⎛ ------0⎞ – --- ( 1 + Z ) ----- ⎛ W ------0⎞ = L ----- ⎛ ------0⎞ .
dt ⎝ V ⎠
dt ⎝ V ⎠ 2
dt ⎝ V ⎠

(8)

On conversion of Eq. (8) using (6), we can see that
the kinetics of cell volume variation is determined only
by the balance of passive and active fluxes of sodium
and potassium ions through the membrane:
d V
1
----- ⎛ ------0⎞ = --- [ J K + J Na – ( η – µ )ν Na, K – ATPase ].
⎝
⎠
dt V
L

(9)

The rate of the Na+,K+-pump increases with the
growth of intracellular Na+ concentration almost linearly [66], because the constant of binding of these ions
on the intracellular side is equal to 5–13 mM [67, 68]
and their concentration is equal to 10 mM (see Table 1).
This rate also depends on the concentrations of ATP and
extracellular ä+ [69, 70], but these values are constant
in the framework of the present consideration. Hence,
νNa,K – ATPase = α[Na+][ATP],

–

= [ K ] e + [ Na ] e + [ A ] e = 2L = 300 mOsm.
+

(4)
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(5)

These equations take into account the presence in
the cell of proteins, first of all hemoglobin, and lowmolecular metabolic intermediates, which make their
contributions both to electrical neutrality and to osmosis. For simplicity, these equations assume that the total
concentration of all osmotically nonpenetrating molecules is W and that all these molecules have the same
average charge Z. The analysis shows that more exact
account for the fact that different nonpenetrating mole-

where α = 0.045 h–1 mM, [ATP] = 1.43 mM [71].
According to the data of the work [72], the rate of
the ATP uptake by Na+,K+-ATPase in the normal physiological state is 0.6–1 mmol/h l cells.
The performed calculations have shown that at
selected parameters the model predicts the correct stationary concentrations of all ions and the correct cell
volume (Table 2). This fact led E. Jacobsson to the conclusions that cell volume control is possible only at
membrane potential values below a certain level and
that the internal nonpenetrating ions must bear a nega-
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Table 2. Steady-state values of intracellular ion concentrations and volume for the normal physiological values of model parameters
Variable

Theory

Experiment

Na+

10

16.6 ± 1.6

µmole/l cellular water

[24, 102]

K+

130

135 ± 5.0

µmole/l cellular water

[24, 102, 103]

110

103–107

µmole/l cells

[23, 102]

Intracellular concentration of nonpenetrating anions

50

17

µmole/l cells

[23, 42]

Volume

76

84–107

µm3

[50–52, 55–57, 66]

–

Cl– + HC O 3

tive charge. Besides, it was concluded that the active
removal of Na+ from the cell is sufficient for cell volume maintenance. The regulation was shown to depend
on passive membrane permeability for ä+ and active
removal of Na+ from the cell. The basic conclusion of
Jacobsson, which is fundamentally important for further development of this view, is that the ratio of passive
and active transport is crucial for cell volume and membrane potential.
In spite of the fundamental significance of the
Jacobsson’s qualitative conclusion, the quantitative
conclusions do not seem very surprising. These results
weakly depend on any particular type of Na+ dependence of the Na+,K+-ATPase rate [20] and on other
parameters, because in the range of experimentally
observed spread of parameters it is always possible to
select a set that would correctly describe the stationary
state of the cell. At this stage, we have simply translated
the known facts into a new language and selected
parameters so that these facts could be described quantitatively. The accuracy of measurement of the constants and parameters of this biological system is so low
that a minor alteration of these constants within the
existing spread gives twice as many different volume
values. The range of volume variations permitted by
RBC construction is small. If the volume increases
more than 1.6-fold, RBC will break: it is the maximal
volume that can be enclosed by an almost inextensible
cell membrane with the surface area of normal RBC.
The double decrease of the volume is also practically
impossible, because in this case protein concentrations
in the cell will increase so much that hemoglobin will
become rigid and RBC will lose the ability for deformation and passage through the narrow capillaries of
the spleen [73].
This reasoning shows that RBC volume has to be
controlled quite precisely, i.e., the values of parameters
influencing the volume should be in close correlation
with each other. Otherwise, one has to assume that there
is an additional adjustment mechanism that makes the
volume not so sensitive to system parameters. The RBC
volume in an organism must be predetermined with yet
higher accuracy than it results from the approximate

Units of measurement

Sources

physical limitations pointed out above; this fact follows
from examination of the RBC movement in the blood
vascular system.
RBC MOVEMENT IN NARROW CAPILLARIES
The main physiological task of a red blood cell, i.e.,
oxygen transport, demands high deformability of this
cell [74, 75]. Hemoglobin increases the oxygen concentration in the blood of animals nearly 50-fold. At the
same time, blood viscosity must not be very high. It
seriously constrains the rheology of RBC. For complete
oxygen exchange between tissues and red blood cells,
our organism has narrow capillaries; the narrowest of
them are 2.5–3 µm in diameter [1]. RBC has to change
its shape substantially in order to squeeze through such
a capillary [76, 77]. Therefore, the rate of RBC movement in capillary depends a lot on its viscosity/elasticity characteristics. Figure 2 shows the dependence of
viscosity of the intracellular contents of an “average”
RBC on the RBC volume-to-surface ratio. The diameter of the minimal capillary, through which this RBC
can pass through, was calculated. We can see that at a
high cell volume RBC has “not enough” surface for
changing its shape significantly so that to be drawn in a
narrow capillary. At a lower volume this problem
diminishes but the intracellular viscosity begins to
grow (first of all, due to the very high hemoglobin concentration).
Such RBC can pass through a narrow capillary but
needs very much time for changing its shape. As a
result, the dependence of the rate of RBC movement in
the narrow capillary on its volume has an explicit maximum (Fig. 3). We can see that the volume decrease by
only 20% reduces the rate of filtration of red blood cells
through narrow capillaries more than twice. As a result
of volume increase by the same 20%, RBC gets stuck
in a capillary of 4–5 µm in diameter (Fig. 3), whereas
RBC with the optimal ratio can pass through a capillary
that is almost two times narrower. These data clearly
show that RBC volume has to be optimal and should
not change much either upon variation of blood plasma
parameters or during the cell lifetime. May perhaps the
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Fig. 2. Dependence of viscosity of the intracellular contents
of RBC and the minimal diameter of capillary, through
which it can pass, on the ratio of cell volume to cell surface
area. The descending curve shows how the viscosity of
intracellular contents varies at a change of this ratio. The
ascending curve shows the increase of the minimal diameter
of capillary, through which RBC with such ratio is able to
pass.

parameters of “habitat”, like the parameters of RBC
itself, be extremely stable? Indeed, for example, red
blood cells are very sensitive to osmolarity of the environment. This is in good agreement with the data of
model (1)–(5). However, osmolarity of the plasma is
very stable [1]. The same is the case with other parameters of the medium but not RBC itself.
CELL MEMBRANE PASSIVE PERMEABILITY
FOR CATIONS
The “Achilles heel” of a cell (not only RBC) is permeability of its membrane for small molecules, primarily cations [78]. Modification of passive membrane
permeability influences the volume as much as the
change in osmolarity. However, in contrast to osmolarity, it seems impossible to stabilize membrane permeability. The major cause of significant changes in membrane permeability is oxidative processes. Considerable oxygen concentration in blood, the free-radical
character of oxidation/reduction processes, the presence in an organism of numerous substances, which are
strong oxidation agents, all this may result in variations
of the oxidation rate of cell wall proteins and lipids
hundreds of times. Oxidized lipids enhance a good deal
the membrane permeability for charged molecules [79,
80]; therefore, the ion permeability of RBC membrane
in the normal organism may also vary 5–10 times
depending on nutrition, various stresses, minor inflammation foci, and other factors [81, 82]. As a result, the
cell must not only have a definite volume but also carefully maintain it, i.e. the cell needs to stabilize its volume withstanding the variations of membrane permeability.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the relative rate (w/w0) of RBC passing through a 3-mm capillary on RBC volume.

ADVANTAGE OF Na+,K+-PUMP AS COMPARED
WITH Na+-PUMP IN CELL VOLUME
STABILIZATION. WHY DOES Na+,K+-ATPase
EXCHANGE THREE Na+ FOR TWO K+?
In the early 80s we wondered: what is the advantage
of the pump that carries three sodium ions out in
exchange for two potassium ions [16], so that the total
transfer is one ion per ATP molecule? Would not it be
simpler just to extract one sodium ion from the cell?
Mathematical models are very suitable for solution of
such problems, because they calculate the situations
that cannot be created experimentally but may help us
to elucidate the regularities in the system functioning.
For example, we can easily find out what will happen if
the pump drains sodium only [20, 21]. It turns out that
in this case it is easy to obtain a physiologically normal
value of cell volume, like in the case of pumping the
ions towards each other. No advantages of the counter
transfer are observed. However, the situation changes
cardinally if we assume that each of these pumps stabilizes the volume. Figure 4 presents the dependences of
volume changes on the passive membrane permeability
for Na+ and K+ ions. Figure 4 examines the dependence
of volume on the nonspecific change of permeability
for both cations ê, i.e.
PNa = P Na (1 + P);
0

PK = P K [1 + (PNa/PK)P].
0

In the normal RBC, PNa and PK are approximately
equal [83, 84], therefore parameter ê characterizes the
nonspecific change of permeability for both ions. This
is the most typical influence on RBC in an organism,
because the increase of membrane permeability at oxidative stresses generates nonspecific “drains”. Below
we will consider how the changes in permeability for
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the relative change of RBC volume
on the relative change of passive membrane permeability
for Na+ and K+. Curve 1 is obtained with the assumption
that the volume is stabilized by a hypothetical pump that
drains only Na+ ions from the cell. Curve 2 is obtained with
the assumption that the volume is stabilized by the
Na+,ä+-pump. Here and further, V0 and ê0 designate
respectively the volume and membrane permeability of
RBC at physiological values of parameters.

each cation separately affect volume stabilization. The
volume is normalized by its physiological value. The
dotted line shows the critical increase of the volume, at
which RBC bursts. We can see that the Na+-pump
poorly stabilizes the cell volume [85]. No more than a
1.5-fold increase of membrane permeability results in
RBC death [21]. This fact obviously contradicts the
experimental data, according to which the permeability
of RBC may change 5–10 times without its lysis [78].
For the quantitative characterization of volume stabilization it would be convenient to introduce two
dimensionless indices. The first one, stabilization coefficient, is a value reciprocal to the relative derivative
V 1
∂ ln V
ϑ = ------0 ------- = – -----------∂ ln P
P 0 ∂V
------∂P

.
P 0, V 0

For Fig. 4, where both variables are laid off in relative values, it is simply the value reciprocal to the slope
of the curve in a given point. The less is the curve slope
at a given, e.g. physiological, parameter value, the better is stabilization. The second parameter (the dynamic
range of stabilization),
Ω = Pmax/Pmin,
shows how many times the parameter can vary before
the cell volume goes beyond the preset limits (see
Fig. 4, dotted line), e.g., change by no more than 50%.
Curve 1 in Fig. 4 illustrates the best variant of volume
stabilization by the pump draining sodium only, which
we have succeeded to obtain by varying practically all
system parameters. It corresponds to stabilization coefficient ϑ = 1.0 and to the dynamic range of 1.5. Volume

1

3

5

7

3
5
7
PK/PK0
Fig. 5. The change of RBC volume at independent variations of membrane permeability for Na+ and ä+.

stabilization noticeably improves, if the pump generates
two gradients simultaneously (Fig. 4, curve 2). Stabilization coefficient increased to 3.5 and the dynamic range
increased 2.2 times. The parameters for this calculation
were the same as for the pump working with a single ion.
The observed considerable gain was due to the fact that
Na+ concentration in the cell was significantly lower in
the presence of two gradients. In response to the prescribed change in membrane permeability, sodium concentration varies greater in the model with the two gradients. It means that the rate of ions pumping changes
much greater and, as a result, the volume changes less.
Sodium concentration is the main sensor of the volume,
which “indicates” that the pump must change its speed.
In the case of Na+ pump, sodium concentration in the cell
cannot decrease significantly, because it is limited by the
osmotic balance on both sides of the membrane. If the
pump carries two ions towards each other, then this limitation is superimposed on the total Na+ and K+ concentration in the cell. At the same time, the sodium concentration may be reduced as much as is desired.
The model not only gives an insight of the advantage of opposite pumping of the ions but also explains
why the pump drains three Na+ ions in exchange for
two ä+ ions. Figure 5 shows the variation of cell volume, when the permeabilities for sodium and potassium vary independently. We can see that these permeabilities have adverse effects on the volume: the
increase of permeability for sodium enhances the volume, whereas the increase of permeability for potassium decreases it. It is clear because the sodium gradient is directed inside the cell and the passive sodium
flux increases the content of substance in the cell and,
consequently, the volume. The situation with potassium
is the opposite. Besides, there is a direction of joint
variation of permeabilities when the volume change is
the minimal (Fig. 5, arrow). At physiological value of
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the volume, this direction coincides with the synchronous variation of permeabilities for both cations, i.e.
volume stabilization is the best at nonspecific permeability variation. We have considered the analogous
surfaces for the pumps with different ratios of the transferred ions [20, 21]. At the same time, all surfaces are
of similar appearance, but the direction of the optimal
stabilization already does not coincide with the nonspecific permeability variation. The higher is the Na+/K+
ratio, the more the relative variation of permeability for
Na+ corresponds to the best stabilization [20, 21].
Thus, the model shows that the ion pump is perfectly optimized for cell volume stabilization just
against the damaging nonspecific increase of its permeability. This fact determines both the creation of two
gradients by the pump and the transfer of just three
sodium ions in exchange for two potassium ions.
SECONDARY APPLICATION OF POTASSIUM
GRADIENT FOR VOLUME STABILIZATION
IMPROVEMENT. Ca2+-ACTIVATED
K+-CHANNELS
The occurrence of high potassium gradient directed
outwards opens a number of new possibilities for a cell.
Different cells use these gradients for different purposes:
some cells generate high membrane potential and
become electrically excitable [7–9], while other cells
form systems that react to diverse external signals,
including those causing damage to a cell [3–5]. Among
numerous useful applications of potassium gradient, we
will discuss the one used in red blood cell for still greater
improvement of the quality of volume stabilization in
response to nonspecific damage of the membrane. As has
already been mentioned, the selective increase of membrane permeability for potassium only results in cell volume decrease. Hence, in the case of a special channel
selectively permeable for potassium only, cell volume
can be regulated by its opening or closing. Red blood
cells possess such a channel. The increase of potassium
efflux in response to the increase of Ca2+ concentration in
the cell conditioned by this channel was discovered by
Gardos as far back as in the 1950s [86, 87]. For several
decades it was unclear why the cell did it. The properties of this channel were studied in detail [88, 89]; it
was shown that the channel was opened by the increase
of Ca2+ concentration in the cell only several times [90]
(the half-maximal activation of ä+ channels is achieved
at the intracellular concentration of potassium ions of
0.1–10 µM [91]). These channels named as Ca2+-activated ä+-channels, being maximally open, increase the
ä+ efflux from the cell hundreds of times (from 2 to 100–
1000 µmol/h l cells) [90, 92, 93]. The insight of what it
gives to a cell was got only after the models had shown
that such channel could greatly improve the cell volume
stabilization [20, 21].
Incidentally, by the way, we have found the answer
to one more mysterious question: why is Ca2+ concen-
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tration in red blood cells lower by four orders of magnitude [94] as compared with the concentration in
blood plasma? An enormous Ca2+ gradient exists in all
cells and is generated due to the function of Ca2+-pump,
which takes up ATP and actively drains Ca2+ from the
cell against the gradient. The emerging gradient is used
by many cells for generation of intracellular signal in
response to various excitations. Intracellular calcium is
rightfully considered as one of the main intracellular
secondary messengers that transmit information from
outside to intracellular systems. Thus, here we can also
see the universal aspiration of scientists for ascribing
signal functions to any gradients on the cell membrane.
However, for a long time it was unclear what signals
exactly and to where this gradient transmitted in red
blood cells.
Let us consider in more detail in what way the Ca2+
gradient and Ca2+-activated ä+-channels affect the control of RBC volume. For taking into account the potassium flux through these channels, we must include one
more flux into Eq. (1):

J CH

ϕF
------RT
ϕF
+
+
= P CH -------------------------------- ⎛ [ K ] e – [ K ] i exp ⎛ -------⎞ ⎞ ,
⎝
⎝ RT ⎠ ⎠
ϕF
exp ⎛ -------⎞ – 1
⎝ RT ⎠
N

⎛ [ Ca 2+ ] ⎞
where PCH = Pmax ⎜ -------------------------------⎟ ,
2+
⎝ [ Ca ] + K CH⎠
Pmax is maximal permeability of ä+-channels,
Pmax = 1.7 h–1 [104–106],
N is cooperativity coefficient, N = 4,
äëç is binding constant for Ca2+ with the channels,
KCH = 0.25 µM.
This is a passive flux of potassium ions, which naturally depends on their concentration gradient and membrane potential. The main difference of this flux from the
previously considered passive potassium flux is dependence on Ca2+ concentration. As a result of this dependence, our equations have one more independent variable: Ca2+ concentration in the cell. This concentration is
usually so low that actually has no effect on balance
equations (4), (5). For the changes of ë‡2+ concentration,
we can write an equation analogous to Eqs. (1) and (2),
taking into account that the calcium ion is bivalent.
ϕF
2 ------RT
d⎛
2+ V ⎞
----- [ Ca ] i ------ = – 2ν Ca– ATPase + P Ca -------------------------dt ⎝
V 0⎠
ϕF
exp ⎛ 2 -------⎞ (10)
⎝ RT ⎠
ϕF
2+
2+
× ⎛ [ Ca ] e – [ Ca ] i exp ⎛ 2 -------⎞ ⎞ ,
⎝
⎝ RT ⎠ ⎠
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the relative change of RBC volume
on the relative changes of passive membrane permeability
for Na+ and K+. Curve 1 is obtained with the assumption
that the volume is stabilized by the Na+ pump only. Curve 2
is obtained with the assumption that the volume is stabilized
by the Na+,ä+-pump. Curve 3 is obtained with the
assumption that the volume is stabilized by the Na+ and ä+
gradients generated by the Na+,K+-ATPase as well as
Ca2+-dependent ä+-channels.
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2+
⎛
⎞
[ Ca ]
-⎟ ,
= αCa–ATPase ⎜ -----------------------------------------------2+
⎝ [ Ca ] + K Ca –ATPase ⎠

PCa = 0.76 × 10–2 h–1 [21].
The equation for intracellular Ca2+ (10) weakly
depends on other equations of our system. This effect
passes through membrane potential ϕ, but this potential
is usually low and varies weakly. Therefore, Ca2+ concentration in the cell weakly depends on the medium
osmolarity, protein content in the cell, etc. Calcium in
this model behaves rather autonomously and has little
influence on anything. However, the situation drastically
changes when we consider the nonspecific changes in
membrane permeability, the damaging osmotic effect of
which is counteracted by Na+,K+-ATPase. It is reasonable to suppose that such nonspecific effects increase the
membrane permeability not only for univalent but also
for bivalent cations. Figure 6 (curve 3) shows the way in
which volume stabilization is varied. One can see that the
efficiency of stabilization sharply increases. Close to the
physiological value of permeability, the stabilization
coefficient changes its sign, as if crossing the infinite
value. It implies over-regulation: at increasing permeability, cell volume may even decrease at first. A number
of experimental data show [95–97] that, indeed, RBC
volume decreases at minor variations of permeability. At
more significant variations, the volume surely begins to
grow but remains in the admitted region at permeability
variations three times as much as in the absence of potassium channels. The dynamic range of stabilization
comes up to 7–8, which is in good agreement with the
experimental data [79–82]. In this case, all gradients of
cations change in response to permeability increase, i.e.

10–4

10–3

10–2 10–1
logt (h)

1

10

102

Fig. 7. The kinetics of variation of Ca2+ and Na+ concentrations in red blood cells after a stepwise change of membrane
permeability. The permeability for all ions was changed
5-fold in the initial moment.

in response to the variations, which are counteracted by
all of the control systems described above [21]. However, the relative Ca2+ concentration varies most rapidly
and most significantly (Fig. 7). This is just Ca2+ that
proves to be the major sensor, which is most sensitive to
damage. The presence of such sensitive sensor makes it
possible to drastically increase the quality of cell volume
stabilization.
In the work [18], Jacobsson’s model [15] was
extended due to a more detailed description of ion
exchange. The expressions describing K+,Cl– and
ä+,Na+,2Cl–-co-transporters were included into the
equations for ion fluxes. Among the nonpenetrating
ions, Mg2+ and hemoglobin were singled out separately.
The non-ideal osmotic behavior of hemoglobin was
taken into consideration and the equation for the proton
exchange between RBC and the environment was
added. The equation for Na+,K+-ATPase took into
account the competitive inhibition of the enzyme by
extracellular Na+ and intracellular K+, but the
extremely important dependence of its rate on the concentration of intracellular Na+ was not excluded. The
correct (3 : 2) stoichiometric ratio of the transferred
ions was used in the work. This model, like the previous
ones, did not include such an important element of volume regulation as Ca2+-dependent ä+-channels (the
Gardos effect). This work has shown that the K+,Cl–-
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and ä+,Na+,2Cl–-co-transporters do not play a key role
in the regulation of RBC volume, and the account of
non-ideal osmotic behavior of hemoglobin and dependence of its charge on pH also little changes the basic
conceptions.
CONCLUSIONS
The studies of ion homeostasis in different cells,
first of all in red blood cells, have given insight into the
fact that osmosis control is not confined to only pumping out of some part of osmotically active ions from the
cell at an appropriate rate [20, 21]. For the cell, one of
the main parameter is the constancy of volume at significant variations of disturbing impacts. These disturbing impacts include practically all cell parameters, but
the strongest of them is the damage of cell membrane
and the related disturbance of ion homeostasis in the
cell. In this work, we have concentrated our attention
just on this disturbance. However, the analysis shows
that the natural mechanisms rather effectively compensate for other variations as well. For example, the
enzyme activities in the cell may vary both due to the
action of damaging factors and due to genetic peculiarities [71, 98]. Red blood cells may differ in the concentrations of ion pumps in the membrane [99]. Based on
Eqs. (1)−(10), one can say that the decrease of the
Na+,K+-pump activity is absolutely equivalent to the
increase of cell membrane permeability. Consequently,
all of the described mechanisms will compensate for
the decrease of the main pump activity just like the
increase of membrane permeability. Close ratios are
observed also for the Ca2+-pump.
The mechanisms described in this work do not
exhaust all facilities used by RBC for the improvement
of volume stabilization [100–104]. It has been assumed
above that the function of pumps is provided by the
constant ATP level in the cell, and this level does not
react in any way to the changing load, which accompanies the enhancement of fluxes. In [71, 100, 105] we
considered the mutual influence of energy and ion flux
regulation systems. This analysis led us to the concepts
of the existence of a complicated and beautiful system
that controls the volume due to metabolism of adenylate nucleotides, which can effectively interfere into
volume control, bringing it to perfectness, in a wide
range of variation of the parameters.
The main indicator of cell volume constancy is the
quality of volume stabilization. With the purpose to
provide the high coefficient of volume stabilization in
the wide range of variation of the parameters, the cell
uses several mechanisms for controlling the ion fluxes
through cell membrane. It results in such a complex
pattern of joint action of diverse mechanisms that the
interpretation of results becomes absolutely ineffective
without mathematical models of the process. So, a certain “differentiation of labor” takes place. Mathematical models cannot open or even predict the existence of
the Na+,K+-pump, because nature could select other
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molecules as substances used for osmosis control. But,
in turn, it is very difficult to understand without the
models why this pump is arranged in this but not any
other way. Why does it pumps off two opposite gradients and why is the ratio of transferred ions two to three
but not another?
In different animal cells the mechanisms of volume
stabilization are similar in many respects [106–114].
All of them rest upon active ion transport by the
Na+,K+-pump. However, they often have a number of
peculiar features and use other additional mechanisms
of volume stabilization.
The pumps and channels described in this work do
not exhaust the entire diversity of these facilities in different cells. Even in red blood cells, a few more types of
different channels and exchangers are known [101–104].
Of course, they are not always implicated in the cell volume control system. They participate in realization of
other physiological mechanisms as well. And, in many
cases, the most complex and disputable is the question
what is the physiological function of these membrane
structures. We think that often the finding of answers is
impeded by the absence of appropriate model works, the
role of which in this field, like in biology as a whole, has
been underestimated for a long time.
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